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Ab initio investigation on the experimental observation of metallic hydrogen
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The optical spectra of hydrogen at ∼500 GPa were studied theoretically using a combination of ab initio
methods. Among the four most competitive structures, i.e., C2/c-24, Cmca-12, Cmca-4, and I41/amd, only
the atomic phase I41/amd can provide satisfactory interpretations of the recent experimental observation, and
the electron-phonon interactions (EPIs) play a crucial role. Anharmonic effects (AHEs) due to lattice vibration
are nonnegligible but not sufficient to account for the experimentally observed temperature dependence of the
reflectance. The drop of the reflectance at 2 eV is not caused by diamond’s band gap reducing or interband
plasmon, but very likely by defect absorptions in diamond. These results provide theoretical support for the recent
experimental realization of metallic hydrogen. The strong EPIs and the nonnegligible AHEs also emphasize the
necessity for quantum treatment of both the electrons and the nuclei in future studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the prediction of Wigner and Huntington in
1935 that metallic hydrogen (MH) would form at high pres-
sures [1], the search for MH has ranked among the biggest
challenges in condensed matter physics and high-pressure
physics [2–13]. In 1968, considering the fact that hydrogen
(H) is the lightest among all elements and the electron-phonon
coupling could be strong in MH, Ashcroft proposed that MH
is a high-temperature (T ) superconductor candidate [2]. In
recent years, with the advent of several ab initio methods, the
superconductor behavior of MH has been thoroughly studied
in atomistic detail [14–16]. Other interesting phenomena, e.g.,
the low-T metallic liquid phase, the superfluid phase due to
nuclear quantum effects (NQEs), and the potential rocket fuel
properties were also reported [6,10,17,18]. Despite all these
intriguing theoretical proposals, the experimental realization
of the MH, which underlies the existence of all these excit-
ing and nontrivial phenomena, remains ambiguous. As such,
the experimental verification of MH is nowadays commonly
viewed as the Holy Grail in high-pressure physics [19].

Due to the small scattering cross-section of H to x-ray and
electron beams, except for some extremely challenging exper-
iments [3,20,21], most experimental characterizations of the
crystal structures of H in the ∼100 GPa and higher pressure
range resort to indirect lattice vibration measurements such
as the infrared (IR) and the Raman spectroscopy [5,9,22–33].
Concerning the electronic structures, direct measurement of
the conductivity and band structure is also difficult [34–36].
As such, the insulator-to-metallic phase transition was often
characterized by visual optical observations [37–39]. Based
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on the observation that H turns nearly opaque at ∼250 GPa,
Mao and Hemley claimed the first low-T MH using exper-
imental evidence of metallization by the band overlap in
1989 [40]. A consensus, however, was not reached on this
observation and a series of continuous efforts were reported
by different experimental groups [4,5,9,41–43]. During this
time, the progress of ab initio methods, the crystal struc-
ture searching methods in particular [44–46], has enabled a
detailed atomistic theoretical understanding of the insulator-
to-metal phase transition [7,8,47,48]. Different calculations
indicate that H may become metallic during the pressure
range 350 to 500 GPa [8,11,13]. Most recently, Dias and
Silvera (DS) announced that they observed atomic MH in
2017 [12]. At 495 GPa and low T s, the reflectance of this
MH is as high as 0.91 below 2 eV and above 2 eV its
value drops suddenly [12]. Debates concerning the pres-
sure calibration and the reflectance measurement soon arise
[49–55]. Reproduction of DS’s experiment and extensions be-
yond that are clearly necessary for a final confirmation of the
MH from the experimental perspective. From the theoretical
side, direct ab initio simulations of the reflectance will also
help us to understand the changes of the atomic structures and
the electronic structures happening at this pressure range.

Very recently, Borinaga et al. systematically studied the
isotropic reflectance as a function of incident light fre-
quency, with harmonic electron-phonon interactions (EPIs)
originating from the intraband transition included [56]. The
anisotropic reflectance, the anharmonic effects (AHEs), and
the contributions from the interband transitions to the EPIs,
however, remain to be explored. Similar to the phase diagram
of H, other alkali metals like lithium and sodium have noncu-
bic solid lattice structures at high pressure [57,58], implying
that the optical properties are intrinsically anisotropic [59,60].
The AHEs tend to change the vibrational energies of
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high-pressure solid H [11,15], which could naturally affect
the resulting optical spectra when EPIs are included. EPIs can
renormalize the band structures like broadening and shifting,
which in turn affect direct optical transitions (both intraband
and interband transitions). Phonon-assisted indirect interband
transitions were shown crucial in describing band edge ab-
sorption of indirect semiconductors [61]. For noble metals,
they are also likely to be important as indicated by earlier
photoemission studies of copper and silver [62,63]. These
pose a challenge for further simulations along this direction.
Besides this, the sudden drop of the reflectance above 2 eV
remain unexplained.

In this paper, we investigate the optical spectra of MH
at this pressure range by comparing directly the reflectance
with experiments, with anisotropic reflectance, the AHEs, and
the contributions from both the interband and the intraband
transitions to the EPIs carefully taken into account. Four
candidate structures, i.e., C2/c-24, Cmca-12, Cmca-4, and
I41/amd were chosen. The structures are labeled by their short
Hermann-Mauguin space-group symbols, and the numbers
are additional information, meaning the number of atoms in
the primitive unit cell, to avoid ambiguity. These four solid
phases were considered as the most competitive ones at 300
to 500 GPa in terms of static enthalpy, and when the zero-point
energy (ZPE) corrections were included. Ab inito density-
functional theory (DFT) in combination with semiclassical
Frank-Condon (SCFC) principles were used to describe the
optical spectra with the influence of EPIs included. Among
these four structures, only the reflectance of the atomic MH
I41/amd can give a satisfactory explanation of the experi-
mental observations. The influence of nuclear AHEs on the
spectra is nonnegligible. But it is not sufficient to account for
the T -dependence of the experimental observed reflectance.
Therefore, the T -dependence of the original experimental data
is very likely to be extrinsic to H. Our calculations also show
that the drop of the reflectance at 2 eV is not caused by the
diamond’s band gap reducing or the interband plasmon as
claimed in earlier literature [12,56]. Rather, correcting the
calculated reflectance using experimental absorption data of
diamond’s defects can reproduce the reflectance drop above
2 eV. Combining these results, we provide theoretical support
for DS’s recent experimental realization of MH. Analysis of
the EPIs indicates that in future studies static treatment of
the nuclei is far from being enough in describing the optical
and electronic structures of this material. A fully quantum
treatment of both the electrons and nuclei with AHEs taken
into account, therefore, will often be needed.

The paper is organized as follows. The methods and com-
putational details are explained in Sec. II. The results and
discussions are presented in Sec. III. In particular, we focus on
the influence of EPIs on the optical spectra accessible to such
ultrahigh-pressure experiments, and compare the reflectance
with the available ones. The conclusion is given in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Methods

The linear optical properties of crystals are char-
acterized by the long-wavelength macroscopic dielectric

function:

εM(q̂, ω) =
∑
αβ

q̂αεM
αβ (ω)q̂β, (1)

where q̂ = q/|q| is the unit wave vector of the incident light.
εM is complex and its real part and imaginary part are related
to the refractive index and extinction coefficient through

nαα (ω) =
√∣∣εM

αα (ω)
∣∣ + Re εM

αα (ω)

2
, (2)

καα (ω) =
√∣∣εM

αα (ω)
∣∣ − Re εM

αα (ω)

2
. (3)

The reflectance at normal incidence is then calculated by

Rαα (ω) = (nαα − 1)2 + κ2
αα

(nαα + 1)2 + κ2
αα

. (4)

It should be noted that the n, κ , and R obtained are only
defined for the diagonal dielectric tensor [64].

1. Static dielectric function

The macroscopic dielectric tensor is linked to the micro-
scopic inverse dielectric matrix by

εM(q̂, ω) = 1

lim
q→0

[ε−1(q, ω)]G=0,G′=0
, (5)

where G and G′ are reciprocal lattice vectors. Usually, the
random-phase approximation (RPA) is adopted in describing
the dielectric matrix [65], using

εG,G′ (q, ω) = δG,G′ − 4πe2

|G + q||G′ + q|χ
0
G,G′ (q, ω). (6)

χ0(q, ω) is the so-called independent-particle irreducible po-
larizability, because under RPA the system’s response to the
total field (induced and incident field) resembles the case of
noninteracting systems [66].

If one neglects the local field effects [67], i.e., contributions
from the off-diagonal matrix elements of εG,G′ (q, ω) to its
inverse matrix, one has

εM(q̂, ω) = lim
q→0

ε0,0(q, ω). (7)

This approximation is the so-called “neglecting local filed
effects” and also referred to as independent particle approx-
imation (IPA). In so doing, the imaginary part of macroscopic
dielectric function can be obtained using the Kohn-Sham
orbitals and eigenvalues [68] by

Im εαβ (ω) = 4π2e2

V
lim
q→0

1

q2

∑
nmk

2fnk〈umk+eαq|unk〉

× 〈unk|umk+eβ q〉[δ(εmk − εnk − h̄ω)

− δ(εmk − εnk + h̄ω)], (8)

where unk and umk are the periodic parts of the Bloch wave
functions for the initial and final states, εnk and εmk are the
eigenvalues, and V is the volume of the unit cell. fnk is
the Fermi occupation number and 2 comes from the sum
over spin. The real part of the dielectric function can be
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obtained by the Kramers-Krönig transformation. The n �= m

terms in Eq. (8) contribute to the interband transitions while
the n = m term contributes to the intraband transitions. The
latter exists only in metals and vanishes at nonzero frequency
when the electron-electron and EPIs are neglected. With EPIs,
it extends to nonzero frequency, which can be described
empirically using a relaxation time τ or within an ab initio
framework as we will discuss in Sec. II A 2. As such, the
optical properties of metals are largely affected by the real
part of the intraband dielectric functions [68] with the form

Re εαβ,intra(ω) = −ω2
p,αβ

ω2
, (9)

where ωp,αβ is the plasma frequency and it often needs a large
number of k-points to converge. In so doing, the macroscopic
dielectric functions in metals can be clearly separated into two
terms, as

εαβ (ω) = εαβ,intra(ω) + εαβ,inter(ω). (10)

2. William-Lax (WL) method

In many theoretical simulations, the dielectric functions in
Eq. (8) are calculated with static nuclei clamped at the equi-
librium positions. With this treatment, the EPIs are completely
neglected. To include the effects of EPIs on the optical spectra,
one can start from Fermi’s golden rule, which states that the
optical transition rate from an initial quantum state �i to a
final quantum state �f can be calculated by

Wf i (ω) = 2π

h̄
|〈�f |M̂|�i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − h̄ω). (11)

Here M̂ is the perturbation Hamiltonian, i and f refer to
the quantum numbers of the initial and final states of the
electron-nuclei coupled quantum system. Using the concepts
of Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic (BOA) approximation and
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface (BO-PES), the
total wave function can be represented as a product of the
electronic part and the nuclear part, as

�ku(r, R) ≈ φk (r, {R})χku(R). (12)

r(R) means the electronic (nuclear) coordinates. φk is
the kth electronic eigenstate, determined parametrically by
the nuclear configuration {R}. χku(R) means the uth nuclear
eigenstate on the kth electronic BO-PES.

Substituting the �i and �f in Eq. (11) by the form of �ku

in Eq. (12), we obtain the quantum-mechanical transition rate:

Wba (ω) = 2π

h̄

1

Za

∑
uv

e−βEau |〈χbv|Mba|χau〉|2

× δ(Ebv − Eau − h̄ω). (13)

a and b label the electronic states. v and u label the nuclear
(vibronic) states. Starting from the electronic state a, Za =∑

u e−βEau is the partition function to address nuclear motion
on this electronic BO-PES. Mba = 〈φb|M̂|φa〉 is the dipole
matrix element between the electronic states a and b.

The calculation of Eq. (13) is challenging for two rea-
sons. On one hand, e.g., in crystals, the vibrational modes
are enormous and thus the computational cost of integrals
between two vibrational states are very large. On the other

hand, the requirement of knowledge about the vibrational
states on the excited electronic states is also a huge challenge.
To simplify the problem, Lax proposed a semiclassical form
(SCFC principle) in his seminal paper [69]. The main idea
is to replace the difference between the two discrete total
energy Ebv and Eau by the BOA classical potential energy,
which depends parametrically on the nuclear configuration,
i.e., Ebv − Eau ≈ Ub(R) − Ua (R). After this, the vibrational
quantum numbers of the final electronic state disappear and
the transition rate simplifies into

W SC
ba (ω) = 1

Za

Trρ̂aPba, (14)

with

Pba (ω; R) = 2π

h̄
|Mba (R)|2δ(Ub(R) − Ua (R) − h̄ω). (15)

ρa = e−βĤa is the density operator. Note that the imagi-
nary part of dielectric function is obtained by summing
over all final electronic states [70], i.e., Im ε(ω; R) ∝∑

b(1/ω)P0b(ω; R) and Re ε(ω; R) is related to Im ε(ω; R) by
the Kramers-Krönig transformation. So when including EPIs,
the dielectric function is modified as

ε(ω, T ) = 1

Z0
Trρ̂0ε(ω; R), (16)

where 0 means the electronic ground state. The key to calcu-
late Eq. (16) lies in the sampling of the nuclear configurational
space, which can be treated numerically, e.g., through the
path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) or the path-integral molec-
ular dynamics (PIMD) methods.

The underlying principle of PIMC and PIMD is that
the finite-T dielectric function in Eq. (16) can be rewritten
as [71–73]

ε(ω, T ) = lim
P→∞

1

ZP

N∏
j=1

(
mjP

2βπh̄2

) P
2
∫

V

∫
V

· · ·
∫

V

× e
−β

P∑
i=1

[ N∑
j=1

mj

2 ω2
P (xj

i −xj

i−1 )2+ 1
P

U0(x1
i ,··· ,xN

i )
]

× 1

P

P∑
i=1

ε(ω; {xi})dx1dx2 · · · dxP . (17)

Here P is the number of imaginary time slices. xi means the
nuclear configuration of the ith slice of the N -atom system.
mj is the mass of the j th nucleus. ZP is the partition function
of the classical isomorphic polymer, which equals

ZP =
N∏

j=1

(
mjP

2βπh̄2

) P
2
∫

V

∫
V

· · ·
∫

V

× e
−β

P∑
i=1

[ N∑
j=1

mj

2 ω2
P (xj

i −xj

i−1 )2+ 1
P

U0(x1
i ,··· ,xN

i )
]

× dx1dx2 · · · dxP . (18)

ωP = √
P/(βh̄) determines the strength of spring interac-

tions between the neighboring slices. In our simulations, we
have employed the PIMD method for the sampling of the
statistic NQEs along the imaginary time axis. We label this
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method for the calculation of the spectra as WL-PIMD in later
discussions.

This WL-PIMD method rigorously accounts for the NQEs
including the AHEs. But we note that in practical simulations,
the finite-T dielectric function in Eq. (16) can also be cal-
culated within the harmonic approximation (HA), in which
the computational cost is substantially reduced due to the
analytical nature of the harmonic phonon wave functions. This
method is labeled as the WL-HA method in our discussions.
In Ref. [74], Zacharias and Giustino have shown that Eq. (16)
can be rewritten as a more compact form:

ε(ω, T ) =
∏
ν

∫
dxν

e−x2
ν /2σ 2

ν,T

√
2πσν,T

ε(ω; R), (19)

with

σ 2
ν,T = (2nν,T + 1)l2

ν , (20)

lν =
√

h̄

2m0ων

. (21)

Here, xν denotes norm mode coordinates, ων is the phonon
frequency, m0 is the reference mass, and they have chosen as
that of a proton, and nv,T is Bose-Einstein occupation number.

Equation (19) can be evaluated efficiently using Monte
Carlo integration techniques [61]. Specifically, a set of norm
mode coordinates can be generated randomly, which corre-
spond to a set of atomic structures. When these randomly
chosen atomic structures present a complete sampling of the
finite-T atomic configurations, Eq. (19) provides a rather
accurate description of the optical spectra with EPIs taken into
account within HA. More recently, Zacharias and Giustino
further demonstrated that Eq. (19) can be evaluated rather
accurately using only 1–2 configurations of the nuclei [74].
The main idea is to take the value of norm mode coordinates
to be ±σν,T , i.e.,

�τκα =
√

m0

mκ

∑
ν

(−1)ν−1eκα,νσν,T , (22)

where mκ is the mass of the κth atom, and eκα,ν is the phonon
eigenmode.

B. Computational details

The geometry optimizations, the ab initio PIMD sim-
ulations [75–77], the WL-HA simulations of the optical
spectra [61,74], and the WL-PIMD simulations of the op-
tical spectra were performed using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [78,79]. Projector augmented-
wave (PAW) potential and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional were chosen [80–82]. In the
ab initio PIMD simulations, the canonical ensemble (NVT)
and Andersen thermostat were employed and the simulations
were performed at 83 K and 50 K with 64 beads, together with
a supercell containing 72 atoms. The time step was 0.5 fs and
the simulation is 5 ps long. Ten uncorrelated snapshots from
the trajectory are chosen to calculate the optical spectra. With
64 beads per snapshot, 64 × 10 optical spectra calculations
are needed to obtain the WL-PIMD results. Convergence
tests using the PIGLET thermostat developed by M. Ceriotti
et al. [83] with up to 24 (48) beads, respectively, for 83 (50) K

give similar results with the conventional Andersen thermostat
with 64 beads. For the WL-HA calculations, phonon dis-
persions were obtained using the finite-displacement method
with Phonopy package [84], and the supercell for I41/amd,
Cmca-4, Cmca-12, and C2/c-24 includes 108, 216, 96, and
432 atoms, respectively. Then two distorted atomic structures
were produced using Eq. (22) and supercells containing 864,
512, 768, and 648 atoms were used, respectively, to converge
the WL-HA results. The calculations of optical spectra were
carried out within DFT-IPA. For geometry optimized structure
with static nuclei, the reflectance of I41/amd were calculated
using a 110 × 110 × 110 k-mesh for the Brillouin zone (BZ)
sampling. For WL-HA, 40, 240, 20, and 80 random k-points
were used for I41/amd, Cmca-4, Cmca-12, and C2/c-24,
respectively. Four-thousand random k-points were used to
calculate the reflectance of I41/amd for 72-atom supercell
under HA. For WL-PIMD, 1000 random k-points were used
to converge the reflectance. The effective band structures
were obtained using a 256-atom supercell. Diamond’s Raman
spectra were calculated with density-functional perturbation
theory (DFPT) using QUANTUM ESPRESSO [85,86] with local-
density approximation (LDA) exchange-correlational func-
tional and norm-conserving pseudopotential used. With the
help of using VASP2WANNIER90 interface to interpolate
band structures, diamond’s band gap was obtained using the
G0W0 method upon LDA in VASP [87–91].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Electron-phonon interactions

We start with a general discussion on the relative sta-
bility of the candidate structures, since they determine the
electronic structures and consequently the optical properties
accessible to the experimental measurements in Ref. [12].
This is done by resorting to published results from earlier
theoretical studies. Random structure searchings based on
DFT show that a C2/c-24 phase is the most competitive
structure at ∼300 GPa [7,92,93] when the PBE functional is
used. Above 500 GPa, the molecular H will dissociate to an
atomic I41/amd phase [8,11,13]. Between 300 and 500 GPa,
the existence of other molecular H phases is still not clear,
and the Cmca-12 and Cmca-4 structures are competitive [11].
Since the electronic structures from DFT using approximate
functionals may be inaccurate, higher level electronic struc-
ture methods were soon resorted to. Diffusion quantum Monte
Carlo calculations indicate that Cmca-4 is unstable when
including zero-point motion [11]. Then, another quantum
Monte Carlo calculation shows that C2/C-24 is the most
stable almost till the transition to I41/amd [13]. Considering
the fact that the enthalpy differences between these four
structures are in the range of a few meV/H and sensitive
to the choice of electronic structure methods [13,94–96], we
analyze the optical spectra for all of them when compared
with experiment, for a more realistic interpretation of the
latter. Other structures are beyond the scope of this optical
spectra study.

A special focus of this work is to simulate the reflectance
of H and compare it directly with DS’s experiment. An earlier
theoretical study by Borinaga et al. has shown that the EPIs
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FIG. 1. Static-nuclei optical spectra of I41/amd at 495 GPa. (a) the reflectance Rxx=Ryy (red solid line) and Rzz (blue dashed line); (b)
the real parts, Re εxx = Re εyy (magenta solid line) and Re εzz (magenta dashed line), and imaginary parts, Im εxx = Im εyy (thick orange solid
line) and Im εzz (thick orange dashed line), of the dielectric functions as well as loss functions –Im ε−1

xx = –Im ε−1
yy (olive dash-dotted line) and

–Im ε−1
zz (olive dotted line). Im ε = Im εinter for ω > 0. The inset in (a) shows the reflectance in visible and IR ranges. The inset in (b) shows

the interband plasmon, where the loss function is multiplied by 100 and the vertical dotted line labels the plasmon frequency (6.3 eV).

are important [56]. As such, we first present a comparison
between the optical spectra of I41/amd, using the static
geometry optimized structure (without EPIs) and using the
WL methods (with EPIs). Figure 1(a) shows the reflectance of
I41/amd with nuclei calmed at equilibrium positions (without
EPIs). Since I41/amd belongs to the tetragonal crystal struc-
ture, symmetry requires the reflectance to be Rxx = Ryy �=
Rzz. They all have values close to 100% in the visible and
IR ranges [0–3 eV, see the inset of Fig. 1(a)]. Near 5 eV, both
Rxx (Ryy) and Rzz decrease sharply, and after that they rapidly
rise back to relatively high values till 35 eV. Concerning
their differences due to anisotropy, Rzz decreases faster than
Rxx (Ryy ) at low frequency, but the subsequent dip at 6–8 eV is
clearly more serious in Rxx (Ryy). Specifically, the Rxx (Ryy )
dip at 6.7 eV is deeper than that of the Rzz at 7.8 eV.

These changes of the reflectance are closely related to the
imaginary and real parts of the dielectric functions, as well
as the electronic energy loss functions (imaginary part of the
inverse dielectric function). As such, we show these functions,
i.e., Im ε, Re ε, and −Imε−1, in Fig. 1(b). The reason for
the sudden dip of the reflectance at 6–8 eV is that both the
Im ε and Re ε peak at that frequency range. In Sec. II A,
we have shown that, for metals, the dielectric functions con-
sist of intraband and interband contributions. Examining the
form of the intraband dielectric function in Eq. (9), where
ωp,zz = 29.4 eV and ωp,xx = 22.6 eV, it is clear that Re εintra

(including Re εintra,xx and Re εintra,zz) is structureless and it
approaches 0 asymptotically as the frequency increases. Thus
the peaks emerging in the Re ε at 6–8 eV (including Re εxx at
7.8 eV and Re εzz at 7.9 eV), which violate the asymptotic
feature of Re εintra, mean that the interband contributions
begin to be comparable to the intraband ones. As a result of
the Kramers-Krönig relation, peaks will appear at subsequent
frequencies in Im ε (e.g., in Im εxx and Im εzz both at 8.3 eV)
due to interband transitions. Before these peaks, i.e., in the
range 0–5 eV, the intraband contribution to Re ε predominates.
During the range of these peaks (6–8 eV), the interband and
intraband transitions have comparable contributions.

For a direct analysis of how these changes in Im ε and Re
ε impact the reflectance, we resort to Eqs. (2)–(4). From these

equations, it is clear that the reflectance is determined by the
comparison of the magnitudes of Im ε and Re ε, and their
absolute values. Below 5 eV, the magnitude of Im ε is much
smaller than that of Re ε and the absolute value of Re ε is
orders of magnitude larger than 1. From Eqs. (2)–(4), one can
easily obtain a reflectance close to 100%. During the range of
the dip of the reflectance (6–8 eV), we have shown in the last
paragraph that the interband contributions to the real part of
the dielectric function substantially decrease the magnitude
of Re ε, making it comparable to that of Im ε, interesting
phenomena appear. The reflectance minimum in Rzz (7.8 eV)
is a consequence of the peak of Re εzz at 7.9 eV. For Rxx

and Ryy , a more complicated scenario appears. The interband
transitions can result in an interband plasmon at 6.3 eV in
−Im ε−1

xx , due to the fact that Re εxx crosses zero at nearly
the same frequency [56]. At this point, the magnitude of Im
εxx dominates over Re εxx but the absolute value of Im εxx is
small, the reflectance suddenly dips from 1 when these values
were put into Eqs. (2) to (4). This is shown in detail in the inset
of Fig. 1(b), where at 6.3 eV −Imε−1

xx (−Imε−1
yy ) has a sharp

peak with small damping, i.e., small values of Im εxx and Im
εyy , and the real part of the dielectric function crosses zero.
It is this weakly damped plasmon originating from interband
transitions that makes the reflectance dip (6.7 eV) in Rxx

sharper than Rzz. In addition to the low-energy plasmon, there
exist other plasma peaked at much higher energy (34.6 eV
for −Imε−1

zz , 35.8 eV for −Imεxx), where both the real and
imaginary part of the dielectric functions approach 0. These
plasma are responsible for the final decrease of the reflectance
over 35 eV and are called free-electron plasma with the
plasmon frequencies being close to the theoretical value, i.e.,
ωp =

√
4πne2/m = 34.7 eV, where n is the electron density

and m is the electron mass.
Our above DFT-IPA results for Rxx are consistent with the

TDDFT ones in Ref. [56], which justified that for metals,
IPA is a good approximation due to the cancellation of errors
originating from neglecting the electron-electron interactions
and the electron-hole interactions [97]. These two interactions
are purely between electrons. Concerning EPIs, in Ref. [56],
only intraband transitions were considered in solving the
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FIG. 2. The optical spectra of I41/amd with EPIs using WL-HA at 495 GPa and 5 K. (a) the reflectance Rxx = Ryy (red solid line) and
Rzz (blue dashed line); (b) the real parts, Re εxx = Re εyy (magenta solid line) and Re εzz (magenta dashed line), and imaginary parts, Im εxx =
Im εyy (thick orange solid line) and Im εzz (thick orange dashed line), of the dielectric functions as well as loss functions –Im ε−1

xx = –Im ε−1
yy

(olive dash-dotted line) and –Im ε−1
zz (olive dotted line). Im ε = Im εintra + Im εinter. The inset in (a) shows the reflectance in visible and IR

ranges. The upper inset in (b) shows the interband plasmon, where the loss function is multiplied by 100 and the vertical dotted line labels the
plasmon frequency (6.1 eV). The bottom inset in (b) shows the dielectric functions in visible and IR ranges.

isotropic Migdal-Eliashberg equation. In the following, we do
two major extensions, i.e., (i) using WL-HA to investigate
the influences of EPIs on the reflectance with both intra-
band and interband transitions included and (ii) addressing
anisotropy.

In Fig. 2(a), we present the reflectance of I41/amd with
EPIs included. With WL-HA, the reflectance is independent
of T below 83 K. The results shown are for 5 K, and these
curves don’t change for other T � 83 K. From Fig. 2(a), we
see that the reflectance has some noticeable changes compared
with the static-nuclei one. The most apparent two are (i) in the
visible and IR regions the reflectance decreases to below 95%
[see the inset of Fig. 2(a)], and (ii) the dips at 7.6 eV (6.5 eV)
for Rzz (Rxx) become weaker and broader and they have a red
shift of ∼0.2 eV. Again, these changes can be explained by the
dielectric functions and the loss functions with EPIs, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). Below 5 eV, there are two orders of magnitude
increase in Im ε [see the bottom inset of Fig. 2(b)], due to
the fact that our EPI’s treatment has effectively included the
intraband transitions. To be specific, the occupation numbers
were smeared and a finite electron lifetime is induced due
to EPIs. In so doing, the intraband transitions are allowed.
This is also shown in Fig. 3(d), and we will explain later.
We note that without EPIs (clamped structure) the Im εintra is
rigorously zero for nonzero frequencies within IPA and the
total Im ε is small. The reflectance is nearly 100% at low
frequencies due to the large magnitude of Re ε. With EPIs,
it is the comparable values of Im ε and Re ε resulting from
the intraband transition, which induces the drop of reflectance
from nearly 100% to below 95% at low frequencies. At higher
energies, the significant weakening of the reflectance dips in
Rxx and Rzz is closely related to the weakening of the peaks
in Im ε and Re ε [Fig. 2(b)]. This is most obvious in Rxx and
the smearing of the interband plasmon peak (reflected by the
loss function) at ∼6.1 eV plays a crucial role. We show this in
detail in the upper inset of Fig. 2(b). The peaks of Im εxx and
Re εzz are much broader compared with their static clamped
nuclei correspondences in the inset of Fig. 1(b). The peak of
the loss function is also much weaker.

The above analysis shows that the EPIs play an important
role in the reflectance by modulating the contributions from
the intraband and interband transitions. To elucidate this point
more clearly, we present the band structures of I41/amd with
and without EPIs by using band unfolding method [98,99] and
show the results in Fig. 3. With static nuclei [Fig. 3(a)], the
color intensity is 1 or 2, which is the band degeneracy (2 is
the highest allowed degenerate number with this symmetry).
With EPIs [Fig. 3(b)], lattice distortion results in the color
intensity mostly with fractional numbers, except for the deep
states. Considering the fact that during the EPIs, the phonon
contributes momentum to the electronic states and the total
energy is also required to be conserved, the band with large
dispersion will often be smeared less than flat ones. This is
most apparent if we compare the lowest flat band between X
and P with the lowest parabolic band between � and X. For
the flat band, the electronic states at neighboring k-points have
weak dispersions. Phonons can scatter electrons from these
dispersed states to the flat states when EPIs are included. In
so doing, they are smeared.

These changes of the occupation numbers significantly
influence the optical transitions by Fermi’s golden rule. This
is illustrated by the white arrows in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
With static nuclei, the intraband transitions are forbidden
[Fig. 3(c)]. Indirect interband transitions indicated by inclined
arrows are not allowed either, due to the conservation of
momentum in Eq. (8). With EPIs, however, both these pro-
cesses can happen [Fig. 3(d)]. For the intraband transitions,
since the band becomes broad near the Fermi surface with
fractional occupation number, an electron can easily jump
from an occupied state to an unoccupied one within the same
band. These transitions around the Fermi surface contribute
a large part of the increase in the imaginary part of the
dielectric functions below 5 eV in Fig. 2(b). In addition to
these intraband transitions, the EPIs may also induce addi-
tional states at a certain k-point, originating from electronic
states at neighboring k-points. In so doing, the momentum is
conserved during the interband optical transition, and we label
such processes as “indirect-inter” in Fig. 3(d).
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FIG. 3. Effective bandstructure of I41/amd at 495 GPa. (a) and (c) without EPIs; (b) and (d) with EPIs at 5 K using WL-HA. The white
arrows in (c) and (d) highlight that those intraband and interband transitions forbidden in the static-nuclei case are allowed when including
EPIs. “Intra” means intraband transitions. “Indirect inter” means indirect interband transitions and labels additional states appearing near N in
(d). The color scale bar corresponds to the spectra weight when unfolding the supercell’s band structure to the primitive Brillouin zone.

B. Reflectance

With the concepts about EPIs discussed above, we now
look at the four most competitive MH structures, i.e., C2/c-
24, Cmca-12, Cmca-4, and I41/amd, and compare their re-
flectance directly with DS’s experiment. Previous calculations
have shown that the accuracy of DFT is not guaranteed for the
total energies of the molecular phases like C2/c-24, Cmca-12,
and cmca-4 [11,94–96]. We focus on their optical spectra. To
our knowledge, around 500 GPa all three molecular Hs are
metallic or semimetallic and DFT calculations are expected
to give reliable optical spectra. The four structures are not
cubic and they all have anisotropic optical properties. In
DS’s experiment, the relation between the incident light’s
polarization direction and the crystal structure is unknown,
and the sample is most likely polycrystalline. Therefore,
we average the diagonal terms of the theoretical dielectric
tensors when comparing with the experiment. In Fig. 4(a),
we present the diamond/H interface reflectance of these four
structures using WL-HA. It can be seen that the C2/c-24,
Cmca-12, and Cmca-4 structures have similar reflectance and
the drop happens at much lower energy than I41/amd. The
deviations of the former three structures from the experiment
are obvious. The reflectance of I41/amd, however, agrees well
with the experiment below 2 eV. This comparison supports
that I41/amd is the most possible MH candidate for the DS’s
experiment. But we note that two experimental features, i.e.,
the large T -dependence and the drop above 2 eV of the
reflectance, are still unexplained.

To explore the T -dependence of the experimental re-
flectance, we further consider nuclear AHEs, stimulated by
the result in Ref. [11] that AHEs induce more delocalized
nuclei. This is done by comparing the WL-HA results with the

WL-PIMD ones, as shown in Fig. 4(b). To avoid the inaccu-
racy originating from finite-size effects, we first compare the
reflectance obtained using the WL-HA and WL-PIMD meth-
ods with the same supercell (i.e., 72 atoms). Below 1.5 eV, the
differences between the WL-HA and the WL-PIMD results
are small. Above this value, their differences become apparent
because AHEs can help interband transitions [see the inset of
Fig. 4(b)]. It is worth noting that below 3.5 eV the WL-HA
results with 72-atom supercells are lower than the WL-HA
results with 864-atom supercells, meaning that the WL-HA
and the WL-PIMD results with 72-atom supercells both have
large finite-size errors. We use the difference between the
WL-HA results with 72-atom and 864-atom supercells to
estimate and to correct this finite-size error. After correction,
it is fair to say that (i) the WL-PIMD results can present a
good estimation of the experimental reflectance, (ii) the AHEs
are nonnegligible, and (iii) the T -dependence absent within
WL-HA becomes appreciable when AHEs were taken into
account. However, this T -dependence is still not comparable
to DS’s experimental observation. Considering the fact that
the reflectance of Re gasket in DS’s experiment assumes
similar T -dependence as that of H, it is likely that this large
T -dependence is not intrinsic in MH and it could be caused
by other external reasons.

In the end, we look at the reflectance drop above 2 eV. In
Ref. [56], this drop is speculated to be associated with the
interband plasmon. Another possible reason is the diamond’s
gap reducing under anisotropic compression at high pressure,
as proposed in the original DS’s paper [12]. To clarify this,
we simulate the diamond’s anisotropic compression by using
the tetragonal diamond model proposed in Ref. [100]. The
c/a ratio and the diamond’s lattice constants are obtained by
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FIG. 4. (a) Comparisons between DS’s experiment at 5 K (black lower-triangle dashed line) and 83 K (gray upper-triangle dashed line)
with the pressure being 495 GPa and the WL-HA diamond/hydrogen interface reflectance of four structures at 495 GPa and 5 K, i.e., C2/c-24
(blue short-dashed line), Cmca-12 (green dash-dotted line), Cmca-4 (purple dashed line) and I41/amd (red solid line). (b) The influences of
nuclear AHEs on the reflectance of I41/amd at 495 GPa by comparing the results of WL-HA at 5 K using 72-atom (orange dash-dotted line)
and 864-atom (thick red solid line) unit cells to the ones of WL-PIMD at 50 K (blue dashed line) and 83 K (green solid line) using 72-atom
unit cells. The inset of (b) shows the imaginary parts (Im ε = Im εintra + Im εinter) of the dielectric funtions within a 72-atom unit cell by using
WL-HA (orange dash-dotted line) in 5 K and WL-PIMD in 50 K (blue dashed line) and 83 K (green solid line). The diamond’s refractive index
is 2.41 for the calculations of diamond/hydrogen interface reflectance in (a) and (b).

matching the calculated Raman spectra with the experiment
in Ref. [12]. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the calculated Raman
spectra can match with the experiment. When this happens,
the pressures corresponding to these lattice constants are
430 GPa along a and b axis, and 530 GPa along c. This is close
to the pressure (495 GPa) claimed in Ref. [12]. Using this
structure, we calculate the band gap using the G0W0 method
based on LDA [87–90,101–103]. The result is 4.05 eV as
shown in Fig. 5(b). This value is well above 2 eV, meaning
that the drop at 2 eV is not caused by the pressure-induced
band gap reduction either.

The last possible reason proposed in earlier literature is the
defects in diamond [51]. To address this, we resort directly to
the absorption experiments and correct our reflectance curve
using their results. The diamond used in the DS’s experiment
is type IIac, with “c” meaning chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). Therefore, we focus on the experiments for the CVD-
grown type IIa diamond. The absorption spectra below the
band gap is mainly composed of three parts: 520 nm (2.39 eV)
band, 360 nm (3.49 eV) band, and a featureless profile [104].

When annealed, the 520 nm band is removed at 1800 ◦C,
while the other two are significantly reduced at 1600 ◦C [104].
In DS’s experiment, the annealing T is 1200 ◦C, well below
1800 ◦C. Therefore, the 2.39 eV band should remain. We
choose four absorption curves of different diamond samples
from the experiment of Khan et al., which include about 1 ppm
nitrogen defects resembling the experiments of DS [104], and
correct the calculated diamond/hydrogen reflectance using
Ref. [105]:

R1 = R0e
−2αl . (23)

Here R0 (R1) denotes uncorrected (corrected) reflectance, α

is the absorption coefficient of diamond, and l ∼ 2 mm is the
diamond height in DS’s experiment. Figure 6(b) shows the
absorption spectra of diamond samples and Fig. 6(a) shows
the results obtained after this correction. It can be seen that the
correction can nicely reproduce the drop except for diamond
B. The annealing temperature of DS’s diamond (1200 ◦C) is
close to Cii’s annealing temperature (1600 ◦C). Meanwhile,
the color of Cii is also close to the one of DS’ diamond.

FIG. 5. (a) Comparisons between calculated tetragonal diamond’s Raman spectrum using DFPT (red dotted line) and DS’s experiment
(black solid line) at 495 GPa. Band structures of the tetragonal diamond using DFT-LDA (black solid line) and G0W0@LDA (red dashed line)
at 495 GPa. The top of valence bands is set as zero energy.
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FIG. 6. (a) Comparisons between DS’s experiment at 5 K (black lower-triangle dashed line) and 83 K (gray upper-triangle dashed line)
with the pressure being 495 GPa and the corrected WL-HA diamond/hydrogen interface reflectance of I41/amd at 495 GPa and 5 K. A, B, Ci,
and Cii are diamond samples. The former three are not annealed while Cii is annealed at 1600 ◦C. The diamond’s refractive index is 2.41 for
the calculations of diamond/hydrogen interface reflectance. (b) Room-temperature optical absorption spectra for the four diamond samples A,
B, Ci, and Cii (taken from Khan’s paper [104]).

Consistently, the correction using Cii gives relatively good
agreement with the experiment and in particular; the slight
dip presenting in the experimental reflectance around 2.25
eV is also captured. This slight dip should be caused by the
above-mentioned 2.39 eV band. Based on this, we expect that
the absorption of the defects in diamond should be responsible
for the sudden drop of the reflectance at 2 eV.

IV. CONCLUSION

As the Holy Grail in high-pressure physics, the experi-
mental verification of MH is challenging. Existing reports
can easily be controversial due to some prominent technical
difficulties in calibrating the pressure, and the indirect nature
of the characterization of the crystal and electronic structures.
In-depth understanding of the available experimental data
from the theoretical perspective, therefore, is highly desired.

We present in this paper such an analysis on the optical
spectra of MH, close to the pressure range of DS’s experiment.
Special focus was put on the role of EPIs and on comparisons
of the reflectance directly with experiments. Four candidate
structures, i.e., C2/c-24, Cmca-12, Cmca-4, and I41/amd,
were chosen. These structures were thought to be the most
competitive H structures at DS’s experiment claimed pressure
range (∼500 GPa) in terms of static enthalpy, and when the
ZPE corrections were included. We found that the atomic
I41/amd phase can result in reflectance in good agreement
with DS’s experiment, and the EPIs play an important role.
The reflectance curves of all the other three structures, on the
other hand, are rather different from the experiment. Besides
this, we also found that the AHEs, effects often left out

in other theoretical studies of the EPIs, were nonnegligible.
These effects, however, are not sufficient to account for
the T -dependence of the experimental observed reflectance.
Therefore, this T -dependence should not be intrinsic to MH.
Concerning the drop of the reflectance at 2 eV, our calcu-
lations clearly show that it is not caused by the diamond’s
band gap reducing or the interband plasmon. Rather, the dia-
mond’s defect absorption is very likely to be the main reason,
since correcting our calculated reflectance using experimental
absorption data of diamond’s defects can reproduce the re-
flectance drop above 2 eV. These results provide theoretical
support for DS’s recent experimental realization of MH. Our
analysis of the EPIs also indicates that the static treatment of
the nuclei is far from being enough in describing such optical
and electronic structures. We highly recommend quantum
treatments of both the electrons and nuclei with AHEs taken
into account in future studies.
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